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SPOTLIGHT ON WA DESIGNERS
Eight WA labels shone at last night’s 2015 Telstra Perth Fashion Festival WA Designer Runway
#1 presented by Commonwealth Bank.
Creations from Ange Lang, Catini Designs, CDQ Designs, Intimates by Monique, Jomay Cao
Clothing, Karolina Couture, Sab Five Five, and Tokay Boutique impressed the fashion savvy
crowd at Fashion Paramount presented by Alcohol. Think Again.
Designs ranged in style, from beautifully dainty lingerie from Intimates by Monique, to
understated minimal-luxe eveningwear from Ange Lang. From tribal-inspired designs by Sab
Five Five to designs embracing the raw beauty of nature by CDQ designs.
Other labels, Jomay Cao Clothing and Catini Designs, reinvented the classic feminie
silhouette with modern necklines and 3-D forms, Karolina Couture’s hand made lingerie
celebrated femininity, strength and grace, and Tokay Boutique brought styles from the
Hepburn and Monroe eras into the modern day.
Visions came together with hair styled by L’Oréal Professionnel Local Hair Director Kerina
Marlow from JT’s Ladies and Men’s Hairstylists, and makeup done by MAC Cosmetics,
directed by Carol Mackie.
These Western Australian designers have proved they are worthy of being showcased
alongside international designers at the biggest fashion event in town.
-ENDS-

Telstra Perth Fashion Festival will run over six days from 15 to 20 September 2015.
Telstra Perth Fashion Festival is supported by the State Government through Tourism WA
and the Department of Culture and the Arts, and by the City of Perth.
Follow Telstra Perth Fashion Festival on Facebook at Perth Fashion Festival (PFF), on Twitter
@perthfashionfest and on Instagram @telstraperthfashionfestival.
telstraperthfashionfestival.com.au
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Ange Lang
Established in 2010, Ange Lang is rapidly building a reputation of excellence with pieces
being seen on the red carpet at the Cannes Film Festival, the Logie Awards and the Campaign
Brief Awards.
Ange Lang offers unique minimal-luxe eveningwear for the sophisticated, fashion-forward
woman. Featuring understated luxury and elegance, each piece displays an alluring
restraint that is simultaneously strong and sensual. The juxtaposition of male and female
elements is central to Ange Lang’s overall aesthetic. Each gown pays homage to classic
design, ensuring it holds fashion equity in a rapidly changing fashion industry.
The Ange Lang woman is confident, with a strong sense of style and purpose, unafraid to
push fashion boundaries. She is not defined by age; instead by taste and innate style.

Catini Designs
Catini Designs was established by designer Catherine Mancini in 2010. Mancini has a keen
eye for using innovative lines and unexpected shapes in the construction of her garments,
creating truly unique and intriguing pieces.
Catini Designs has debuted four collections at TPFF since 2011 and the label’s elegantly
unique pieces have gained recognition both within Australia and internationally.
Catini Designs collections embrace and compliment the female silhouette; inspired by using
the female body as a blank canvas. With a focus on the shoulders, waist and hips, the fabric
falls and drapes to create architectural and sculptural shapes that are translated onto the
body in structural, voluminous, three-dimensional forms. Catini Designs are beautifully
constructed, covetable pieces that are a perfect balance of sleek, wearable minimalism and
innovative avant-garde design.

CDQ Designs
CDQ Designs is inspired by the aesthetics and raw beauty of nature. Embracing the soft
textures and colours of flowers as well as the structured shapes of flower petals. Since
launching in 2014, designer Cindy Pestana has become renowned for silhouettes that are
unique, beautifully textured and feminine.

Intimates by Monique
In late 2014, Perth designer Monique Morley created a series of handmade dainty bralettes
for herself inspired by European muses. Word of mouth quickly spread and with many
requests to replicate her pieces, Intimates by Monique was born.
Intimates By Monique creates beautifully dainty lingerie through a mix of French laces,
feminine cuts and a focus on making the wearer experience luxury at a minimal cost and
individuality. Intimates by Monique lingerie is suited for any woman wishing to feel
feminine, sexy and beautiful. Each piece is handmade by designer Monique Morley herself,
using the finest of fabrics.

Jomay Cao Clothing
Jomay Cao specialises in after-5 wear, bespoke evening dresses and relaxed gowns for the
understated bride. Simplicity and high quality craftsmanship is the corner stone for Jomay
Cao, who takes classic silhouettes and reinvents them with modern necklines, a touch of
sparkle and a lot of billowy silks.

Karolina Couture
Launched in 2014, designer Karolina Stysiak discovered a niche in the market for luxury hand
crafted lingerie. Karolina Couture celebrates women’s femininity, strength and grace with a
wide variety of styles to suit every figure.
Trained in classical traditions and contemporary methods at Polimoda: Institute of Design
and Marketing in Florence, Karolina uses only the finest silks, lace and tulle from Italy, Japan,
England, the US and France.
Featuring roses, bows and frills, Karolina Couture is perfect for those looking to delight in
luxurious textures, modern designs and careful tailoring for that perfect fit. Whether seen or
worn in secret, these delicate and decadent pieces seek to imbue women with confidence
and grace.

Sab Five Five
The flagship Sab Five Five store was opened in Claremont in 2005 by designer Sabrina Wong,
who was inspired to start her label by her passion for repurposing vintage designer wear
into wearable art.
Sabrina showcased her first collection in 2013 when she was invited by the Chinese
Government to represent Brunei at the Nanning Expo Fashion Show (a major event
commemorating the trade relationship between China and the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations).

Inspired by international cultures, such as Brunei and India, tribalism is a major influence to
Sab Five Five collections, which weaves special memories into something edgy and fresher
than tomorrow.

Tokay Boutique
Designer Jennifer Stefanelli launched Tokay in 1998 when she opened the flagship store on
Beaufort Street in Mount Lawley. Since then, the label’s success has seen two more stores
open in South Perth and Subiaco.
With over 15 years of design experience, Jennifer is renowned for fusing classic, tailored
silhouettes with unusual detailing, bold prints and textures. The feminine yet daring styles
of the Hepburn and Monroe eras are intrinsic to Tokay collections, fusing these past styles
with modern materials and design principles. Tokay collections are designed for the modern
woman.

